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Air and Oxygène
Since the successful launch of Oxygène
Yachts’ Air 77 model presented at last
year’s Cannes Yachting Festival, the brand
has a definitive version and three new
models on the way.
Images Oxygène Yachts
Throughout 2014, Oxygène Yachts have added three new models to their range of 66-99 foot boats, and all three will be presented at the Cannes Yachting Festival 9 to 14 September.
Oxygène’s signature design with pure lines and on-board space, sprung from designer Frédéric Sarfati who aimed to create a new aesthetic for power catamarans that wasn’t glitzy or
ostentatious.

http://www.oceanmagazine.com.au/j/index.php/livenews/875-air-and-oxygene
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The range features a glass roof and front opening for maximum ocean views.
Apart from the variation in size, the Air 66 is the most compact boat in the range and is even easier to handle than the Air 77. With glass roof and front opening, the view from the stern reveals
an unbroken view of the horizon. As a development on the Air 77, the Air 77 W essentially presents aesthetical variations: raised bulwarks, remodelled hulls and deck and a dingy integrated
under the main deck. The Air 99 offers the most space in the range with six cabins and a large living space.
A key aspect to all three concepts is the integrated variable transparency glass. The double glazing on windows throughout the boats becomes darker or brighter according to the amount of
sunlight thanks to an electronic process incorporated into the glass. The more sunlight there is, the more the glass darkens. It restricts light transmission and limits heat generation making it
suitable for Australia. When sunlight is weak however, the transparent glass allows the light in.

The integrated variable transparency glass lightens or darkens according to the amount of sunlight.
The choice of ultrajet/masterjet turbine engines means the boats are easy to handle and can weave in and out of small bays and creeks. The engines have an intentionally restricted top speed
for each model and very reasonable fuel consumption.
The brand has signed a partnership agreement with Couach Shipyard for the construction of the definitive version of the Air 77 and will be at the Cannes Yachting Festival 9 to 14 September.
www.oxygeneyachts.com
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This week OceanLIVE is predominantly about launches and
brokerage yachts at the Cannes Yachting Festival, which is
underway at what must be one of the world’s most beautiful
marinas.
Our lead story though is a local launch: the much-anticipated
debut of the first hull under the Elandra brand, the Elandra 53.
Under clear but cool Gold Coast skies, this striking
motoryacht was launched to friends, family, colleagues and
clients at a soiree at Palazzo Versace – fit for a regal, yet
powerful long-range cruiser. Our congratulations to Luke,
Grant, Billy and the team at this boutique Australian boat yard.
We will have a thorough review of the Elandra 53 in the
November-December issue of Ocean magazine.
British brand, Princess is working on its new 100-foot
Princess 30M, which will be positioned as the entry to the M
Class fleet, and is every inch a luxury superyacht, launching
in 2015.
Finally, a round-up of the Top 5 in Cannes in terms of size,
from the magnificent new 55-metre Azimut Benetti, Ocean
Paradise to brokerage behemoth, TJ Esperanza by the Amels
yard, for sale through Yacht & Villa International.
We will have more from Cannes and a preview from Monaco
next week.
Til then, see you on the water!

Hillary Buckman

Elandra 53 shining debut
The much-awaited launch of the first hull of the Elandra 53
took place on the Gold Coast last week, to unanimous
praise...
Full story
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Oxygène Yachts déploie une gamme de quatre multicoques à moteur.
3 septembre 2014 par James C / Rubrique : Transport

Oxygène Yachts va proﬁter du Cannes Yachting Festival 2014 pour présenter sa gamme de quatre multicoques à moteur toujours aussi
étonnants. Des unités de 66 à 99 pieds qui forme une gamme harmonieuse dans l’esprit Oxygène.
En septembre 2013, Oxygène yacht présenté à Cannes son Air 77 prototype. Un catamaran au design novateur qui a bousculé le secteur
dans ses habitudes avec une conception de l’espace et une ﬂuidité des déplacements inattendus. Outre son design très caractéristique,
l’Air 77 s’est fait remarquer par une immense porte de 10 m2 à l’avant du roof rompant avec la classique séparation des espaces
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The 7 exclusive journal Oxygène Yachts déploie une gamme ...

http://www.the7exclusivejournal.com/2014/09/03/oxygene-ya...

intérieurs et extérieurs.
Depuis, Oxygène Yachts a conclu un accord de collaboration avec le Chantier Naval Couach pour la construction de la version ﬁnalisée
qui sera présentée au cours du printemps 2015. Mais Oxygène Yacht ne s’arrête pas là, puisqu’en 2014 la gamme s’enrichit de trois
nouveaux modèles.
La légèreté de ces bateaux, de fabrication strip planking (bois, époxy et composite verre / carbone) ainsi que leur faible tirant d’eau
combiné à une propulsion par turbines UltraJet / Masterjet leur confèrent un atout technique majeur : une excellente maniabilité. Ainsi,
ils accèdent au plus proche du littoral et se manœuvrent aisément dans les petites baies et calanques, même lorsqu’il s’agit d’un 99
pieds.
L’Air 66 est le plus compact de la gamme. Reprenant tous les attributs de l’Air 77, il gagna encore en maniabilité et occupe une place
réduite au port. Avec un espace de 200 m2 habitables pour seulement 19mètres de long, la vie à bord de l’Air 66 évolue autour du carré,
qui offre à luis eul un lieu de vie et de partage de 60 m2.
Evolution de l’Air 77, l’Air 77 W présente des variations essentiellement esthétiques : pavois rehaussés, coques et deck remodelés et
annexe intégrée sous le pont principal. Ce bateau illustre les possibilités de design et de variations qui peuvent s’adapter au désir du
client.
L’Air 99, c’est le yacht No-limit. Cette unité propose sur ses 30 mètres de long 6 cabines et 400 m2 habitables. Il impressionne par une
forme de démesure à la fois sereine et voluptueuse. Un carré de 120 m2 traité à la manière d’un loft permet de vivre une sensation de
liberté unique.
Crédits photos : Oxygène Yachts.
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NEWS INTERNATIONAL

Saramour world premier at the Monaco Yacht Show
One of the latest jewels by the Ancona-based Shipyard is to make its world
debut at the Monaco Yacht Show.
Read More

Oceanic Yachts 90' hull #1 launched
Oceanic Yachts - the exciting new line of explorer vessels has the pleasure to
announce that hull #1 of its Oceanic Yachts 90' STS - in straight shaft version
(sold last January 2014) – has been launched and delivered.
Read More

Oxygene Yachts offers a four-boats range of powered
multihull: as amazing as ever
Oxygène Yachts during the course of 2014 has expanded by adding to its Air 77
three new models - Air 66, Air 77W and Air 99-the no limit yacht – to form a
well-balanced range of 66 to 99 foot boats.
Read More
NEWS GREECE
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Oxygene Yachts offers a four-boats range of powered multihull: as amazing as ever
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Oxygene Yachts offers a four-boats range of
powered multihull: as amazing as ever
Oxygène Yachts during the course of 2014 has expanded by adding to its Air 77 three new
models - Air 66, Air 77W and Air 99-the no limit yacht – to form a well-balanced range of 66 to 99
foot boats.
Three new worthy representatives of the Oxygène spirit will be presented at this year's Cannes Yachting Festival. In

Greece

September 2013, Oxygène Yachts presented its Air 77 prototype at Cannes: a power catamaran with an exceptional design challenging

Terms and Conditions
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old habits in the industry and establishing a new idea of space and fluidity of movement.

In addition to its highly characteristic design, the Air 77 also attracted attention for its huge 33 sq ft door cut into the
front of the roof: a move away from the traditional way of separating indoor and outdoor space. The result offers an
entirely unobstructed space and view on the main deck.
Since then, Oxygène Yachts has signed a partnership agreement with Couach Shipyard for the construction of the
definitive version. This model will be presented to the press and public for trials during Spring 2015.
But Oxygène Yachts didn't just stop there. During the course of 2014, the brand has expanded by adding three new
models to form a well-balanced range of 66 to 99 foot boats. Three new worthy representatives of the Oxygène
spirit will be presented at this year's Cannes Yachting Festival.
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Spirit of OXYGENE : purity and discretion... a unique stance
The remarkable design of Oxygène Yachts sprung from designer Frédéric Sarfati's strong determination: to breathe
new aesthetic inspiration into the universe of power catamarans.
This inspiration is driven by the relentless quest for pure lines and on-board space. A quest for subtlety and balance
that allows the boat to blend into its surrounding
environment. The result is impressive: a highly characteristic design rendered timeless by the
simplicity of its lines. The name of the range does justice to this notion of space and movement: AIR.
Nothing glitzy or ostentatious about the Air boat range. AIR 77W
AIR range: harmony and sensuality
The lightness of the models in the Air range, made with strip planking (wood/epoxy and glass/carbon composite),
their shallow draught and Ultrajet/Masterjet turbine engines give them a major technical advantage: they are
incredibly easy to handle. They get as close as possible to the coastline, and weave easily in and out of small bays
and creeks, even the most imposing models of the line! The choice of engines goes towards defining the brand's
spirit, with a intentionally restricted top speed for each model and very reasonable fuel consumption.
The Air 66 is the most compact boat in the range. With all the characteristics of the Air 77, it is even easier to handle
and takes up less space when docked. With 2152 sq ft of living space for a length of just 66 feet, life onboard the Air

http://www.skipperondeck.gr/index.php/latest/1413-oxygene-yachts…-four-boats-range-of-powered-multihull3a-as-amazing-as-ever.html
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66 centres around the "carré" which alone offers an area of 645 sq ft for sharing enjoyable moments. With its glass
roof and front opening, the view from the stern reveals a 52 ft perspective in the axis of the boat and an unbroken
view of the horizon.
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As a development on the Air 77, the Air 77 W essentially presents aesthetical variations: raised bulwarks, remodelled
hulls and deck, dingy integrated under the main deck... It illustrates all the design and variation opportunities of a
concept that Frédéric Sarfati's brush stroke adapts to each client's individual desires.
Air 99 – the No-limit yacht.
At the very least the 99 foot Air 99 is out of the ordinary, offering six cabins and 4305 sq ft of living space! While
maintaining the harmony inherent to the concept of the AIR range, this boat makes its mark with an impression of
outrageous serenity and sensuality. The 1292 sq ft "carré" designed in the style of a loft offers a unique sensation of
freedom. The 88 foot perspective unfolds uninterrupted towards the horizon through the vast doorway at the front,
suggesting an invitation to escape offered by no other boat today.
Innovation: variable transparency glass
To fit out the glass roofs present on each model in the AIR range, Oxygène Yachts looked at integrating variable
transparency glass, a revolution in the nautical sector that finally makes it possible for widespread use of bay
windows with no fear of adverse effects from the sun.
The double glazing becomes darker or brighter according to the amount of sunlight thanks to an electronic process
incorporated into the glass. At the heart of this process is an electrochromatic coating and a low voltage current
making it possible to constantly adapt the tint of the glass to variations in sunlight. The more sunlight there is, the
more the glass darkens. It restricts light transmission and limits heat generation. When sunlight is weak, the
transparent glass allows the light in, optimising the beneficial effects of the solar flux.
Controlling the lightness level is as simple as the touch of a button on the wall. It can also be done automatically
with a light intensity sensor.
By using variable transparency glass, the Air concept and its vast curved windows maximizing light takes on its true
meaning.
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OXYGENE YACHTS presenta al Cannes Yachting Festival nuovi modelli d'imbarcazione
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OXYGENE YACHTS presenta al Cannes Yachting Festival nuovi modelli d'imbarcazione
(comunicato stampa disponibile solo in lingua inglese)
Nel 2014 il brand si è ampliato con l'aggiunta di tre nuovi modelli...

OXYGENE YACHTS presenta al Cannes Yachting Festival nuovi modelli d'imbarcazione
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Primo Magazine: Oxygene Yachts offers a four-boats range of powered multihull
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Oxygène Yachts during the course of 2014 has expanded by adding
to its Air 77 three new models - Air 66, Air 77W and Air 99-the no limit
yacht – to form a well-balanced range of 66 to 99 foot boats. Three
new
worthy representatives of the Oxygène spirit will be presented at this
year’s Cannes Yachting Festival. In September 2013, Oxygène
Yachts presented its Air 77 prototype at Cannes: a power catamaran
with an exceptional design challenging old habits in the industry and
establishing a new idea of space and fluidity of movement. In addition
to its highly characteristic design, the Air 77 also attracted attention for
its huge 33 sq ft door cut into the front of the roof: a move away from
the traditional way of separating indoor and outdoor space.
The result offers an entirely unobstructed space and view on the main
deck. Since then, Oxygène Yachts has signed a partnership
agreement with Couach Shipyard for the construction of the definitive
version. This model will be presented to the press and public for trials
during Spring 2015.
The lightness of the models in the Air range, made with strip planking
(wood/epoxy and glass/carbon composite), their shallow draught and
Ultrajet/Masterjet turbine engines give them a major technical
advantage: they are incredibly easy to handle. They get as close as
possible to the coastline, and weave easily in and out of small bays
and creeks, even the most imposing models of the line!
The choice of engines goes towards defining the brand’s spirit, with a
intentionally restricted top speed for each model and very reasonable
fuel consumption. To fit out the glass roofs present on each model in
the AIR range, Oxygène Yachts looked at integrating variable
transparency glass, a revolution in the nautical sector that finally
makes it possible for widespread use of bay windows with no fear of
adverse effects from the sun.
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Oxygène Yachts Offers A Four-Boats Range Of Powered Multihull
An Extraordinary Project
In September 2013, Oxygène Yachts presented its Air 77 prototype at Cannes: a power catamaran with an
exceptional design challenging old habits in the industry and establishing a new idea of space and fluidity of
movement.
In addition to its highly characteristic design, the Air 77 also attracted attention for its huge 33 sq ft door cut
into the front of the roof: a move away from the traditional way of separating indoor and outdoor space. The
result offers an entirely unobstructed space and view on the main deck.
Since then, Oxygène Yachts has signed a partnership agreement with Couach Shipyard for the construction of
the definitive version. This model will be presented to the press and public for trials during Spring 2015.
But Oxygène Yachts didn’t just stop there. During the course of 2014, the brand has expanded by adding three
new models to form a well-balanced range of 66 to 99 foot boats. Three new worthy representatives of the
Oxygène spirit will be presented at this year’s Cannes Yachting Festival.
Spirit Of OXYGENE : Purity And Discretion
Discretion… A Unique Stance
The remarkable design of Oxygène Yachts sprung from designer Frédéric Sarfati’s strong determination: to
breathe new aesthetic inspiration into the universe of power catamarans.
This inspiration is driven by the relentless quest for pure lines and on-board space. A quest for subtlety and
balance that allows the boat to blend into its surrounding environment.
The result is impressive: a highly characteristic design rendered timeless by the simplicity of its lines. The
name of the range does justice to this notion of space and movement: AIR.
Nothing glitzy or ostentatious about the Air boat range.
AIR Range: Harmony And Sensuality
The lightness of the models in the Air range, made with strip planking (wood/epoxy and glass/carbon
composite), their shallow draught and Ultrajet/Masterjet turbine engines give them a major technical
advantage: they are incredibly easy to handle. They get as close as possible to the coastline, and weave easily
in and out of small bays and creeks, even the most imposing models of the line! The choice of engines goes
towards defining the brand’s spirit, with a intentionally restricted top speed for each model and very
reasonable fuel consumption.
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The Air 66 is the most compact boat in the range. With all the characteristics of the Air 77, it is even easier to
handle and takes up less space when docked. With 2152 sq ft of living space for a length of just 66 feet, life
onboard the Air 66 centres around the ‘carré’ which alone offers an area of 645 sq ft for sharing enjoyable
moments. With its glass roof and front opening, the view from the stern reveals a 52 ft perspective in the axis
of the boat and an unbroken view of the horizon.
As a development on the Air 77, the Air 77 W essentially presents aesthetical variations: raised bulwarks,
remodelled hulls and deck, dingy integrated under the main deck… It illustrates all the design and variation
opportunities of a concept that Frédéric Sarfati’s brush stroke adapts to each client’s individual desires.
AIR 66
Air 99 – the No-limit yacht. At the very least the 99 foot Air 99 is out of the ordinary, offering six cabins and
4305 sq ft of living space! While maintaining the harmony inherent to the concept of the AIR range, this boat
makes its mark with an impression of outrageous serenity and sensuality. The 1292 sq ft “carré” designed in
the style of a loft offers a unique sensation of freedom. The 88 foot perspective unfolds uninterrupted towards
the horizon through the vast doorway at the front, suggesting an invitation to escape offered by no other boat
today.
INNOVATION: Variable Transparency Glass
To fit out the glass roofs present on each model in the AIR range, Oxygène Yachts looked at integrating
variable transparency glass, a revolution in the nautical sector that finally makes it possible for widespread use
of bay windows with no fear of adverse effects from the sun.
The double glazing becomes darker or brighter according to the amount of sunlight thanks to an electronic
process incorporated into the glass. At the heart of this process is an electrochromatic coating and a low
voltage current making it possible to constantly adapt the tint of the glass to variations in sunlight. The more
sunlight there is, the more the glass darkens. It restricts light transmission and limits heat generation. When
sunlight is weak, the transparent glass allows the light in, optimising the beneficial effects of the solar flux.
Controlling the lightness level is as simple as the touch of a button on the wall. It can also be done
automatically with a light intensity sensor.
By using variable transparency glass, the Air concept and its vast curved windows maximizing light takes on its
true meaning.
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Oxygène Yachts selects Couach shipyard as construction
partner
Thursday, 4 September 2014

By Gemma Fottles
The Air Range from Oxygène Yachts will be unveiled at the Cannes Yachting Festival. The Air 66, Air 77W
and Air 99 have all been added to the range this year in addition to the original Air 77, the prototype of
which was presented at Cannes 2013.





The Air 77 is a power catamaran, and attracted attention for her huge 33 sqft door cut into the front of the roof - a
move away from the traditional way of separating indoor and outdoor space. Since then, Oxygène Yachts has
signed a partnership agreement with Couach Shipyard for the construction of the new range. This model will be
presented to the press and public for trials during Spring 2015.
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Across the whole range, the lightness of the models, their shallow draught and Ultrajet/Masterjet turbine engines
means that they are incredibly easy to handle. Every model has an intentionally restricted top speed and very
reasonable fuel consumption. Innovations on board include double glazing which becomes darker or brighter
according to the amount of sunlight thanks to an electronic process incorporated into the glass.
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Линейка Air будет представлена Oxygene Yachts в этом месяце на Cannes Yachting Festival
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0%)%!8/ %2,!,C",) .8.,?.(, ),.#,.7((, $ =-"#0(5( ( +,)0(5( -(.(65(, #,-",) (: 6:)8 38!"9(),-*.85( ( 4-,=".).85(.
D $,.)6&!, 2013 =%#", 3 ;"..":, Oxygene Yachts 2!,#$)"3(-" 2!%)%)(2 $3%,/ 6:)8 Air 77: 5%)%!.8/ 0")"5"!". $ 1.(0"-*.85 #(9"/.%5,
0%)%!8/ &!%$",) 389%3 $)"!85 2!(38+0"5 3 2!%58?-,..%$)( ( $%9#",) .%3%, 2%.(5".(, 2!%$)!".$)3" ( ),01+,$)( #3(C,.(6.
D #%2%-.,.(, 0 $3%,51 $-%C.%51 #(9"/.1, !%$0%?."6 6:)" Air 77 )"0C, 2!(3-,0",) 3.(5".(, $3%(5 %=!%5.85, 33 03"#!").8: >1)",
#3,!.85 2!%,5%5 3 2,!,#.,/ +"$)( 0!8?(. A):%#6 $ 2%5%'*@ 4)%=% !,?,.(6 %) )!"#(7(%..%=% !"9#,-,.(6 0!8)8: ( %)0!8)8: 2!%$)!".$)3,
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=$4(5-G6' Air 99 +6 Oxygene Yachts – 9+5)+3+7 3*&
Oxygene Yachts 2%#2($"-" $%=-"?,.(, % 2"!).,!$)3, $ Couach Shipyard #-6 $)!%(),-*$)3" %0%.+"),-*.%/ 3,!$(( 6:)8 ( 3,$.%/ 2015 5%#,-*
&1#,) 2!,#$)"3-,." 2!,$$, ( %&',$)3,..%$)( #-6 %&$1C#,.(6.
E% Oxygène Yachts ., %$)"."3-(3",)$6 ." #%$)(=.1)%5. D ),+,.(, 2014 =%#", &!,.# !"$?(!(- $3%@ -(.,/01 Air, #%&"3(3 )!( .%38, 5%#,-(,
+)%&8 $>%!5(!%3")* $&"-".$(!%3"..8/ "$$%!)(5,.) 6:) 3 #("2"9%., %) 66 #% 99 5,)!%3. F 3 4)%5 =%#1 )!( .%38: #%$)%/.8:
2!,#$)"3(),-*.(78 3 #1:, Oxygène &1#1) 2!,#$)"3-,.8 ." ;"..$0%5 6:),..%5 >,$)(3"-,.
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=$4(5-G6' Air 99 +6 Oxygene Yachts – 3*& #3(5G$
G1: Oxygène - 4)% +($)%)" ( $3%&%#", ( 1.(0"-*."6 2%9(7(6.
J!(5,+"),-*.%, +)% #(9"/. Oxygene Yachts 3%9.(0 (9 )3,!#%/ 13,!,..%$)( #(9"/.,!" Frédéric Sarfati 3 .,%&:%#(5%$)( 3#%:.1)* .%3%,
4$),)(+,$0%, 3#%:.%3,.(, 3 5(! 5%)%!.8: 0")"5"!".%3. F 4)% 3#%:.%3,.(, #3(C,) .,1$)"..%/ &%!*&%/ 9" +($)8, -(.(( ( &%!)%3%,
2!%$)!".$)3% 6:). H)!,5-,.(, 0 )%.0%$)( ( &"-".$1 3 #(9"/.,, 2%93%-6,) 6:), ="!5%.(!%3")* $ %0!1C"@',/ $!,#%/ ( $-(3")*$6 $ .,@.

=$4(5-G6' Air 77 +6 Oxygene Yachts - 45+;*/D
K,91-*)") %0"9"-$6 32,+")-6@'(5: %+,.* :"!"0),!.8/ #(9"/. 2%!"C",) 2!%$)%)%/ ( $%3!,5,..%$)*@ $3%(: -(.(/, " ."93".(, -(.,/0(
«3%9#1:» %-(7,)3%!6,) $"5% 2%.6)(,, (.),=!(!16 3 .,5 $1'.%$)* 2!%$)!".$)3" ( #3(C,.(6.
E(+,=% &-,$)6',=% (-( 2%0"9.%=% 3 -(.,/0, 5%)%!.8: 6:) Air .,)1.

H+#9+I2'- #$4(5-G6' Air 77 +6 Oxygene Yachts – 9+5)+3+7 3*&
I(.,/0" Air – 4)% ="!5%.(6 ( +13$)3,..%$)*.
I,=0%$)* 5%#,-,/ -(.,/0( Air, $#,-"..8: (9 0%52%9().8: 5"),!("-%3 ( $),0-", 5"-"6 %$"#0" ( %&%!1#%3".(, #3(C(),-*.%/ $($),58
="9%)1!&(..85( #3(="),-65(, #"@) -(.,/0, Air %$.%3.8, ),:.(+,$0(, 2!,(51',$)3". L:)"5( 4)%/ 5%#,-( -,=0% 12!"3-6)*, %.( &-(90%
2%#:%#6) 0 &,!,=1 ." 5,-0%3%#*,, 3 &1:)": ( 9"-(3":, #"C, ), (9 .(:, 1 0%=% $"58, 3.1?(),-*.8, !"95,!8.
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H+#9+I2'- #$4(5-G6' Air 77 +6 Oxygene Yachts - #'/+2
L:)" Air 66 63-6,)$6 $"5%/ 0%52"0).%/ -%#0%/ 3 #("2"9%.,. J!( 3$, ),: C, #%$)%(.$)3":, +)% (5,,) Air 77, %." #"C, 2!%', 3 %&!"',.(( (
9".(5",) 5,.*?, 5,$)" ." $)%6.0,. J!( 66 >1)": #-(.8, 6:)" Air 66 !"$2%-"=",) 2152 03"#!").85( >1)"5( C(-%/ 2-%'"#(. D%0!1=
."#$)!%/0(, «0"!,», ." ,, &%!)1 !"$2%-"=",)$6 %)0!8)"6 9%.", 2-%'"#*@ 645 03"#!").8: >1)%3, =#, 5%C.% ."$-"C#")*$6 5%!$0%/ 2!(!%#%/.
M-"=%#"!6 $),0-6..%/ 0!8?, ( %)0!8)%51 #3,!.%51 2!%,51 32,!,#(, $ 0%!58 %)0!83",)$6 .,2!,!83.8/ 3(# , 2!%:%#6'(/ ." 55 >1)%3 2% %$(
$"-%." #% =%!(9%.)".
L:)" Air 77 W 2!,#$)"3-6,) 3"!(".) !"93()(6 5%#,-( Air 77. D .,/ 382%-.,.8 .,0%)%!8, (95,.,.(6 4$),)(+,$0%=% 2-".": 2%#.6)8
>"-*?&%!)8, 2% (.%51 $5%#,-(!%3".8 0%!21$" ( 2"-1&", =-"3."6 2"-1&" ( ."#$)!%/0" %&N,#(.,.8 ),5.%/ 0%.$)!107(,/ 0!8?(… <)%
(--@$)!(!1,) 3%95%C.%$)( 0%.7,27((, 0%=#" #(9"/.,! Frédéric Sarfati, +)% ."983",)$6 «5"90%5 0($)(» 3.%$() (95,.,.(6 3 2!%,0) (
"#"2)(!1,) ,=% 0 (.#(3(#1"-*.85 2%C,-".(65 3-"#,-*7".

K%$0%?."6 $12,!6:)" Air 77 %) Oxygene Yachts - 0"@)"
L:)" Air 99 – $"5"6 0!12."6 6:)" -(.,/0(. A." !"$2%-"=",) ?,$)*@ 0"@)"5( ( 4305 03"#!").85( >1)"5( C(-%/ 2-%'"#(! H%:!".66 ="!5%.(@,
2!($1'1@ 0%.7,27(( -(.,/0( Air, 4)" -%#0" 2!%(93%#() $(-*.%, 32,+")-,.(, $3%(5 .,3%951)(585 $2%0%/$)3(,5 ( +13$)3,..%$)*@. O,
."#$)!%/0", «0"!,», 2-%'"#*@ 1292 03"#!").8: >1)", !"9!"&%)".."6 3 $)(-, -%>), 2!,#-"=",) .,2%3)%!(5%, %'1',.(, $3%&%#8. 88>1)%3"6 2,!$2,0)(3", 0%)%!"6 %)0!83",)$6 $ 0%!58 +,!,9 3$@ 6:)1 2% %$( ."#$)!%/0( #% =%!(9%.)", &-"=%#"!6 >!%.)"-*.%51 2!%,51, ., (5,,)
$,&, !"3.8: .( ." %#.%/ $1',$)31@',/ $,=%#.6 6:), ( 2!,#$)"3-6,) 9"5".+(31@ %$%&,..%$)* 6:)8 Air 99.

H+#9+I2'- #$4(5-G6' Air 77 +6 Oxygene Yachts - 3'22'- 9+)2'6'
I(.,/0" Air 2!,#$)"3-6,) %#.% (9 (..%3"7(%..8: !,?,.(/ - $),0-6..8, 0!8?(. Oxygene Yachts, 2!(5,.(3 (..%3"7(%..%, $),0-% $ 2,!,5,..%/
2!%9!"+.%$)*@ 3 9"3($(5%$)( %) %$3,',..%$)(, $%3,!?(-" !,3%-@7(%..8/ ?"= 3 5%!$0%/ (.#1$)!((. P,2,!* 5%C.% =%3%!()* % ?(!%0%5
($2%-*9%3".(( $),0-6..8: 0%.$)!107(/, 3 )%5 +($-, 4!0,!%3, ., %2"$"6$* 2%&%+.8: 4>>,0)%3 %) $%-.,+.%=% %$3,',.(6.
D 9"3($(5%$)( %) 0%-(+,$)3" $%-.,+.%=% $3,)", #31:$-%/.%, %$),0-,.(, $)".%3()$6 ),5.,, (-( $3,)-,,, &-"=%#"!6 4-,0)!%..85 2!%7,$$"5,
3%9.(0"@'(5 3 ,=% 0%.$)!107((. D %$.%3, 4)%=% 2!%7,$$" -,C() 4-,0)!%:!%5.%, 2%0!8)(, ( )%0 .(90%=% ."2!6C,.(6, 2%93%-6@'(, 2%$)%6..%
"#"2)(!%3")* %)),.%0 $),0-" 0 (95,.,.(65 2%)%0" $%-.,+.8: -1+,/. Q,5 &%-*?, $%-.,+.%=% $3,)", ),5 &%-*?, $),0-% ),5.,,). <)%
%=!".(+(3",) $3,)%2!%21$0".(, ( 2!%:%C#,.(, ),2-" +,!,9 $),0-%. ;%=#" $%-.,+.8/ $3,) $-"&8/, 2!%9!"+.%, $),0-% 2!%21$0",) $%-7,
3%3.1)!*, %2)(5(9(!16 &-"=%)3%!.%, 3%9#,/$)3(, $%-.,+.%=% 2%)%0".
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$%-.,+.%=% $3,)".
F$2%-*916 2,!,5,..1@ 2!%9!"+.%$)* $),0-", 0%.7,27(6 6:)8 Air $ %=!%5.%/ 2-%'"#*@ &%0%3%=% ( 3,!:.,=% %$),0-,.(6 2!,#$)"3-6,) $%&%/
2%($)(., !"915.%, 4.,!=%4>>,0)(3.%, !,?,.(,.

A+6+52'- -G6' Air 66 +6 Oxygene Yachts
A$.%3.8, ),:.(+,$0(, :"!"0),!($)(0( 6:) -(.,/0( Air:
!"#"$%&' '(#& Air 66
G-(." 0%!21$": 19 5/66'
R(!(.": 9,50 5/31'
A$"#0": 0,80 5
S"0$(5"-*."6 $0%!%$)*: 12/30 19-%3
G3(="),-(: 2:Volvo, 5%'.%$)*@ 300/600 -.$.
J!%21-*$(3."6 $($),5": 3(.)8 UltraJet /)1!&(..8 MasterJet
;"@)8: 4 0"@)8 + 2 0"@)8 40(2"C"
G(9"/.: Frédéric Sarfati
D%,..%-5%!$0"6 "!:(),0)1!": Couach Shipyard
H)!%(),-*$)3%: Oxygene Yachts 3 $%)!1#.(+,$)3, $ Couach Shipyard
!"#"$%&' '(#& Air 77
G-(." 0%!21$": 23,50 5/77'
R(!(.": 10,40 5/34'
A$"#0": 0,805
S"0$(5"-*."6 $0%!%$)*: 14/22 19-%3
G3(="),-(: 2:Volvo, 5%'.%$)*@ 260/600 -.$.
J!%21-*$(3."6 $($),5": 3(.)8 UltraJet /)1!&(.8 MasterJet
S"),!("- 0%.$)!107(( 0%!21$" ( ."#$)!%/0(: #,!,3%/ 42%0$(#."6 $5%-" /$),0-%/0%52%9().8/ 5"),!("- ." %$.%3, 1=-,!%#.%=% 3%-%0."
H),0-6.."6 0!8?": >%!5%3"..8/ Plexiglas Anti-UV (-( $),0-" $ 2,!,5,..%/ 2!%9!"+.%$)*@
;"@)8: 4 0"@)8 + 2 0"@)8 40(2"C"
G(9"/.: Frédéric Sarfati
D%,..%-5%!$0"6 "!:(),0)1!": Couach Shipyard
H)!%(),-*$)3%: Oxygene Yachts 3 $%)!1#.(+,$)3, $ Couach Shipyard
!"#"$%&' '(#& Air 99
G-(." 0%!21$": 305/99'
R(!(.": 11,805/38'
A$"#0": 1,45
S"0$(5"-*."6 $0%!%$)*: 20/30 19-%3
G3(="),-(: 2:MTU, 5%'.%$)*@ 800/1600 -.$.
J!%21-*$(3."6 $($),5": 3(.)8 UltraJet /)1!&(.8 MasterJet
S"),!("- 0%.$)!107(( 0%!21$" ( ."#$)!%/0(: #,!,3%/ 42%0$(#."6 $5%-" /$),0-%/0%52%9().8/ 5"),!("- ." %$.%3, 1=-,!%#.%=% 3%-%0."
H),0-6.."6 0!8?": >%!5%3"..8/ Plexiglas Anti-UV (-( $),0-" $ 2,!,5,..%/ 2!%9!"+.%$)*@
;"@)8: 6 0"@) + 2 0"@)8 40(2"C"
G(9"/.: Frédéric Sarfati
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Oxygene Yachts ' 3%00%4
04.09.2014
--6(&"'$(/ .2',7%(---829%&'7.)$*---!":$0 ;24(--

5( %"9&*@'=%.23 *;&"9923 -A%&(-." - 8(99(; -"'>= Oxygene Yachts ,'"4%&(-$& %'(B7 4 024"/$ $B /$9"3.$ Air, - .2&2'7C

--<-$#(&"/=($)--

-;24*& 02&2'9A" 092#2.2',7%9A" *;&A. 5( Cannes Yachting Festival 2014 (9-14 %"9&*@'*) %2%&2$&%* 2>$)$(/=9(* ,'"0="'(
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BOAT INTERNATIONAL - UK
Check out Oxygene Yachts’ new Air 99 superyacht at the
Cannes boat show
5 September 2014 by Risa Merl
Oxygene Yachts and Couach Shipyard have announced the debut of their new Air 99 luxury
yacht at this year’s Cannes boat show.

The Air 99 luxury yacht will debut at the Cannes boat show
The largest in the Air series, the 30 metre catamaran was the result of a collaboration
between Oxygene and Couach, the historic yacht builder based in Gironde, France. The luxury
yacht follows Couach's delivery of the 5000 Fly superyacht Belongers.
With naval architecture by Couach Shipyard and design by Frederic Sarfati, the catamaran
was constructed in composite carbon. She features an 11.8 metre beam with wooden decking
and has a displacement of 70 tons.
With a loft-inspired interior, the Air 99 features a large square-shaped main saloon with the
standard Air glass roof. The roof is fitted with variable double-glazed transparency glass with
electrochromatic coating that becomes darker or lighter according to the amount of sunlight
outside. The hue of the glass can also be manually controlled.
The catamaran boasts six staterooms including two master cabins, all with en suite bathroom
facilities, and two crew cabins.
The Air 99 is powered by twin MTU 800-1,600hp engines and propelled by two
UltraJet/MasterJet turbines. She has a cruising speed of 12-20 knots and a top speed of
20-30 knots.
Oxygene Yachts will also present its Air 66 and Air 77W at the Cannes boat show.

Article printed from
Boat International
http://www.boatinternational.com
Article link
Check out Oxygene Yachts’ new Air 99 superyacht at the Cannes boat show
http://www.boatinternational.com/boat-shows/cannes-yacht-show/check-out-oxygeneyachts-new-air-99-superyacht-at-the-cannes-boat-show/
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Blue Papillon sold, Sunreef signs three new orders, Cannes boat show guide
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LATEST HEADLINES

➤ Top 5 bars and clubs in Cannes
➤ Top 7 superyacht tenders at the Cannes boat show
➤ Filippetti's Navetta 30 superyacht Gatsby to make debut at Cannes boat show
➤ Check out Oxygene Yachts’ new Air 99 superyacht at the Cannes boat show
➤ Ocean Independence sells sailing superyacht Blue Papillon
➤ Sunseeker Predator 80 luxury yacht for sale with Rick Obey
➤ Classic Hakvoort luxury yacht La Reina Del Mar now for sale at Van der Vliet
➤ Fraser Yachts lists explorer yacht Destiny for sale
➤ Another $1 million price drop on Miss Lisa at Luke Brown Yachts
➤ Further price cut on Benetti superyacht More at Ocean Independence
➤ Sunreef signs three new orders for new Sunreef 74 sailing yacht
➤ Wally’s Superyacht Magic Carpet3 proves racing and comfort can coexist
Scroll down for full news below
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Top 7 superyacht tenders at the Cannes boat show
See five top examples of superyacht tenders at the
Cannes boat show. The Cannes Yachting Festival is
well-known for showcasing top superyachts... More »

Top 5 bars and clubs in Cannes
Nightlife tops the list of things to do in Cannes while in
town for the Cannes boat show 2014, and here are the
Top 5 bars and clubs in Cannes... More »

Filippetti's Navetta 30 Gatsby to debut at Cannes
Filippetti Yacht has announced the world premiere of its
new Navetta 30 superyacht Gatsby at the Cannes boat
show. The 30.4 metre luxury yacht... More »

Oxygene Yachts’ new Air 99 at Cannes
Oxygene Yachts and Couach Shipyard have
announced the debut of their new Air 99 luxury yacht at
this year’s Cannes boat show... More »

Read more about Cannes Yacht Show »
LATEST BROKERAGE NEWS

Ocean Independence sells Blue Papillon
A call to Ocean Independence confirms that Peter
Hurzeler has closed on his listing for sale, the 29.73
metre sailing yacht Blue Papillon... More »

Sunseeker Predator 80 for sale
News in from Rick Obey & Associates that they’ve
listed for sale a 24.3 metre Sunseeker Predator 80
motor yacht... More »

La Reina Del Mar now for sale at Van der Vliet
Bernie Challis at Van der Vliet tells me he’s now taken
over the central listing for sale of the 31.4 metre classic
canoe-stern motor yacht La Reina Del Mar... More »
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Fraser Yachts lists explorer yacht Destiny for sale
More news from Fraser Yachts, this time that Alex
Krykanyuk has listed the 23.9 metre pocket explorer
yacht Destiny for sale... More »

$1 million price drop on Miss Lisa
Andrew Cilla at Luke Brown Yachts sends word of a
further $1 million price cut on the 28 metre expedition
yacht Miss Lisa... More »

Further price cut More at Ocean Independence
News from Ocean Independence of a further €600,000
price drop on Marco Vandoni’s listing for sale, the 44.2
metre motor yacht More... More »

Read more brokerage news »

LATEST YARD NEWS

Sunreef signs three new orders for new 74
Polish shipyard Sunreef Yachts has announced three
new orders for its new 22.5 metre Sunreef 74 sailing
catamaran model... More »

Read more yard news »

YACHT FEATURE

Racing meets comfort on Wally's Magic Carpet3
The second 30.47-metre WallyCento sailing
superaycht, Magic Carpet3 is proof that top-level racing
and comfortable cruising... More »
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Oxygene Yachts Air range to be presented at this month’s Cannes...

http://www.charterworld.com/news/oxygene-yachts-air-range-pres...
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Oxygene Yachts Air range to be presented at this month’s Cannes
Yachting Festival
September 03, 2014
Oxygene Yachts is delighted to announce that their Air range will be unveiled at this month’s Cannes Yachting Festival, running in the
fantastic Mediterranean yacht charter destination – Cannes from September 9 to 14, 2014. The company will be on hand at Espace Riviera –
Stand 061.

Superyacht AIR 99 by Oxygene Yachts - Proﬁle© Oxygene Yachts
An extraordinary project
In September 2013, Oxygène Yachts presented its Air 77 yacht prototype at Cannes: a power catamaran with an exceptional design challenging old
habits in the industry and establishing a new idea of space and ﬂuidity of movement.
In addition to its highly characteristic design, the luxury yacht Air 77 also attracted attention for its huge 33 sq ft door cut into the front of the roof: a
move away from the traditional way of separating indoor and outdoor space. The result offers an entirely unobstructed space and view on the main
deck.
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Oxygene Yachts Air range to be presented at this month’s Cannes...
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AIR 99 superyacht - aft view© Oxygene Yachts
Since then, Oxygène Yachts has signed a partnership agreement with Couach Shipyard for the construction of the deﬁnitive version. This model will
be presented to the press and public for trials during Spring 2015.
But Oxygène Yachts didn’t just stop there. During the course of 2014, the brand has expanded by adding three new models to form a well-balanced
range of 66 to 99 foot boats. Three new worthy representatives of the Oxygène spirit will be presented at this year’s Cannes Yachting Festival.

AIR 99 Yacht from above© Oxygene Yachts
Spirit of OXYGENE : purity and discretion… a unique stance
The remarkable design of Oxygène Yachts sprung from designer Frédéric Sarfati’s strong determination: to breathe new aesthetic inspiration into the
universe of power catamarans. This inspiration is driven by the relentless quest for pure lines and on-board space. A quest for subtlety and balance
that allows the boat to blend into its surrounding environment.

AIR 77 Yacht - Proﬁle© Oxygene Yachts
The result is impressive: a highly characteristic design rendered timeless by the simplicity of its lines. The name of the range does justice to this
notion of space and movement: AIR.
Nothing glitzy or ostentatious about the Air boat range.
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Luxury yacht AIR 77 - aft view© Oxygene Yachts
AIR range: harmony and sensuality
The lightness of the models in the Air range, made with strip planking (wood/epoxy and glass/carbon composite), their shallow draught and
Ultrajet/Masterjet turbine engines give them a major technical advantage: they are incredibly easy to handle. They get as close as possible to the
coastline, and weave easily in and out of small bays and creeks, even the most imposing models of the line!
The choice of engines goes towards deﬁning the brand’s spirit, with a intentionally restricted top speed for each model and very reasonable fuel
consumption.

AIR 77 Yacht - Saloon© Oxygene Yachts
The Air 66 yacht is the most compact boat in the range. With all the characteristics of the Air 77, it is even easier to handle and takes up less space
when docked. With 2152 sq ft of living space for a length of just 66 feet, life onboard the Air 66 centres around the “carré” which alone offers an
area of 645 sq ft for sharing enjoyable moments. With its glass roof and front opening, the view from the stern reveals a 52 ft perspective in the axis
of the boat and an unbroken view of the horizon.
As a development on the Air 77 yacht, the Air 77 W yacht essentially presents aesthetical variations: raised bulwarks, remodelled hulls and deck,
dingy integrated under the main deck… It illustrates all the design and variation opportunities of a concept that Frédéric Sarfati’s brush stroke adapts
to each client’s individual desires.
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AIR 77 Yacht - Cabin© Oxygene Yachts
Air 99 – the No-limit yacht. At the very least the 99 foot superyacht Air 99 is out of the ordinary, offering six cabins and 4305 sq ft of living space!
While maintaining the harmony inherent to the concept of the AIR range, this boat makes its mark with an impression of outrageous serenity and
sensuality. The 1292 sq ft “carré” designed in the style of a loft offers a unique sensation of freedom. The 88 foot perspective unfolds uninterrupted
towards the horizon through the vast doorway at the front, suggesting an invitation to escape offered by no other boat today.

Motor yacht AIR 77 - Bathroom© Oxygene Yachts
INNOVATION: variable transparency glass
To ﬁt out the glass roofs present on each model in the AIR range, Oxygène Yachts looked at integrating variable transparency glass, a revolution in
the nautical sector that ﬁnally makes it possible for widespread use of bay windows with no fear of adverse effects from the sun.
The double glazing becomes darker or brighter according to the amount of sunlight thanks to an electronic process incorporated into the glass. At the
heart of this process is an electrochromatic coating and a low voltage current making it possible to constantly adapt the tint of the glass to variations
in sunlight. The more sunlight there is, the more the glass darkens. It restricts light transmission and limits heat generation. When sunlight is weak,
the transparent glass allows the light in, optimising the beneﬁcial effects of the solar ﬂux.
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AIR 77 W Yacht© Oxygene Yachts
Controlling the lightness level is as simple as the touch of a button on the wall. It can also be done automatically with a light intensity sensor.
By using variable transparency glass, the Air concept and its vast curved windows maximizing light takes on its true meaning.

AIR 66 Yacht © Oxygene Yachts
AIR 66 Yacht – SPECIFICATIONS
Hull length 19 m / 66’
Beam 9,50 m / 31’
Draught 0,80 m
Top speed 12 to 30 knots
Engines Volvo 2 x 300 to 600 hp
Propellers UltraJet / MasterJet turbines
Cabins 4 cabins + 2 crew cabins
Design Frédéric Sarfati
Naval architecture Couach Shipyard
Construction In collaboration with Couach Shipyard
AIR 77 W Yacht – SPECIFICATIONS
Hull length 23,50 m / 77’
Beam 10,40 m / 34’
Draught 0,80 m
Top speed 14 to 22 knots
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Engines Volvo 2 x 260 to 600 hp
Propellers UltraJet / MasterJet turbines
Hulls and superstructure Wood / epoxy / glass / carbon composite
Glass roof Anti-UV moulded Plexiglas or variable transparency glass
Cabins 4 cabins + 2 crew cabins
Design Frédéric Sarfati
Naval architecture Couach Shipyard
Construction In collaboration with Couach Shipyard
AIR 99 Yacht – SPECIFICATIONS
Hull length 30 m / 99’
Beam 11,80 m / 38’
Draught 1,4 m
Top speed 20 to 30 knots
Engines MTU 2 x 800 to 1600 hp
Propellers UltraJet / MasterJet turbines
Hulls and superstructure Wood / epoxy / glass / carbon composite
Glass roof Anti-UV moulded Plexiglas or variable transparency glass
Cabins 6 cabins + 2 crew cabins
Design Frédéric Sarfati
Naval architecture Couach Shipyard
Construction In collaboration with Couach Shipyard

Superyacht News Related to "Oxygene Yachts Air range to be presented at this month’s Cannes Yachting Festival"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sunreef Yachts at upcoming Cannes Yachting Festival 2014 with four luxury yachts on display
Luxury yachts by Sunreef to be displayed at Cannes Yachting Festival 2014
Top Ten ‘must-see’ yachts at upcoming Cannes Yachting Festival 2014
World premiere for hull #1 of Oceanic Yachts 90′ STS motor yacht DOLCE VITA at Cannes Yachting Festival 2014
Luxury motor yachts to be displayed by Princess Yachts International at Cannes Yachting Festival 2014

37th Cannes Yachting Festival, AIR 66, AIR 77, AIR 77 W, AIR 99, Cannes, Cannes Boat Show, Cannes Boat Show 2014, Cannes International
Boat Show, Cannes Yachting Festival, Cannes Yachting Festival 2014, Chantier Naval Couach, Couach, Couach Yachts, Festival de la Plaisance de
Cannes, Festival de la Plaisance de Cannes 2014, France, Frederic Sarfati, mediterranean, Oxygene Yachts, West Mediterranean, Western
Mediterranean

Couach
Motor yacht MAYAMA is a 30,70m (100' 8") charter yacht built and designed by Couach. She was delivered in 2007 and can accommodate 8-10
charter ...

Motor Yacht Arion
Motor Yacht Arion is a 37 metre vessel launched in 2011 by the French shipyard Couach. Arion Yacht is a sleek and sporty superyacht form the 3700
Fly ...

Motor yacht JINA 1
Motor yacht JINA 1 is a luxury motor yacht built by the well renowned French Couach shipyard. Measuring 21.85m (71.8ft), she was launched in
2003 and ...
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Oxygene Yachts Offer a Four Boat Range of Powered Multihulls
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Since then, Oxygène Yachts has signed a partnership agreement with Couach
Shipyard for the construction of the definitive version. This model will be presented
to the press and public for trials during Spring 2015.
Oxygène Yachts didn’t just stop there. During the course of 2014, the brand has
expanded by adding three new models to form a well-balanced range of 66 to 99
foot boats. Three new worthy representatives of the Oxygène spirit will be
presented at this year’s Cannes Yachting Festival.
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Oxygene Yachts Offer a Four Boat Range of Powered Multihulls
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Spirit of OXYGENE: purity and discretion… a unique stance
The remarkable design of Oxygène Yachts sprung from designer Frédéric Sarfati’s
strong determination: to breathe new aesthetic inspiration into the universe of
power catamarans. This inspiration is driven by the relentless quest for pure lines
and on-board space. A quest for subtlety and balance that allows the boat to blend
into its surrounding environment.
The result is impressive: a highly characteristic design rendered timeless by the
simplicity of its lines. The name of the range does justice to this notion of space
and movement - AIR.

The lightness of the models in the Air range, made with strip planking (wood/epoxy
and glass/carbon composite), their shallow draught and Ultrajet/Masterjet turbine
engines give them a major technical advantage: they are incredibly easy to handle.
They get as close as possible to the coastline, and weave easily in and out of small
bays and creeks, even the most imposing models of the line! The choice of engines
goes towards defining the brand’s spirit, with a intentionally restricted top speed
for each model andvery reasonable fuel consumption.
The Air 66 is the most compact boat in the range. With all the characteristics of the
Air 77, it is even easier to handle and takes up less space when docked. With 2152
sq ft of living space for a length of just 66 feet, life onboard the Air 66 centres
around the “Saloon” which alone offers an area of 645 sq ft for sharing enjoyable
moments. With its glass roof and front opening, the view from the stern reveals a
52 ft perspective in the axis of the boat and an unbroken view of the horizon.
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As a development on the Air 77, the Air 77 W essentially presents aesthetical
variations: raised bulwarks, remodelled hulls and deck, dingy integrated under the
main deck. It illustrates all the design and variation opportunities of a concept that
Frédéric Sarfati’s brush stroke adapts to each client’s individual desires.

Air 99 – the No-limit yacht. At the very least the 99 foot Air 99 is out of the
ordinary, offering six cabins and 4305 sq ft of living space! While maintaining the
harmony inherent to the concept of the AIR range, this boat makes its mark with
an impression of outrageous serenity and sensuality. The 1292 sq ft “carré”
designed in the style of a loft offers a unique sensation of freedom. The 88 foot
perspective unfolds uninterrupted towards the horizon through the vast doorway at
the front, suggesting an invitation to escape offered by no other boat today.
The AIR range will be unveiled to media and the public at the Cannes
Yachting Festival from 9th to 14th September 2013.
Espace Riviera - Stand 061
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Oxygene Yachts to premiere Air 66, Air 77W and Air 99 at Cannes Yachting Festival | Yachting Magazine

11/09/14 15.37
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The Sky’s the Limit
Oxygène Yachts has three new models for Cannes: the Air 66, Air 77W and Air 99.
Published: September 8, 2014
Related Tags: Yachts (/yachts) / Motoryachts (/yachts/motoryachts) / Mediterranean (/geo/mediterranean) /
Motoryachts (/boat-type/motoryachts) / Cannes Boat Show (/event/cannes-boat-show)

Just one year after presenting its Air 77 concept powercatamaran at the 2013 Cannes Yachting Festival,
Oxygène Yachts is returning to the show with a full range of model designs: the Air 66, Air 77W and Air
99.
Designer Frédèric Sarfati penned all the Air models to be constructed with strip planking, as wood/epoxy
and glass/carbon composites. The expansive use of glass is possible thanks to an electrochromatic
coating and low-voltage current that make the double-glazed glass darker or brighter depending on how
much sunlight strikes it. The effect also can be controlled manually at the touch of a button.
The Air 66 has 2,152 square feet of living space — quite noteworthy for a 66-foot yacht — along with a
glass roof and a front-opening door to the foredeck.
The Air 77W is essentially the original Air 77 with several aesthetic variations including raised bulwarks,
remodeled hulls and deck, and a tender space integrated under the main deck.

The Air 99 is the largest of three Oxygene Yachts models
whose designs will premiere at the Cannes Film Festival.
Enlarge Photo
(http://www.yachting
magazine.com/sites/al

The Air 99 takes the amount of onboard space up to 4,305 square feet, including six guest staterooms. It,
too, has the front-opening door to the foredeck.
Couach Shipyard is going to handle construction on the Air 77, which is expected to launch in early 2015.
No construction plans were announced for the three new models.
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Learn more at www.oxygeneyachts.com (http://www.oxygeneyachts.com) .
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(http://www.yachtingmagazine.com/videos/video-channel/ferretti-yachts-750?%3Fsrc=related&con=outbrainvideo&ferretti-yachts750=&obref=obnetwork%2F%3Fsrc%3DSOC)

MORE FROM YACHTING MAGAZINE

FROM AROUND THE WEB

Matt Lauer Sure Has Good Taste

Gargantuan Sunfish Dwarfs Divers In Stupefying Video

(http://www.yachtingmagazine.com/yachting-news-headlines/matt-lauer-sure-has-

(http://www.thedodo.com/gargantuan-sunfish-dwarfs-dive-691372219.html) (The

good-taste)

Dodo)

Serious Eye Candy at the Helm

Watch A Kitten Very Zealously Love Her Owner

(http://www.yachtingmagazine.com/yachts/serious-eye-candy-at-the-helm?

(http://www.thedodo.com/watch-a-kitten-very-zealously--511067605.html) (The

con=outbrain&obref=obnetwork)

Dodo)

Singer Wayne Newton’s Yacht Sinks

The secret to writing a great blog post that gets lots of comments

(http://www.yachtingmagazine.com/yachting-news-headlines/singer-wayne-newtons-

(http://highq.com/the-secret-to-writing-a-great-blog-post-that-gets-lots-of-

yacht-sinks)

comments/) (HighQ)

Faulty Hoses Sank Wayne Newton’s Yacht

The Color Code of People (http://www.goodnet.org/articles/386/) (Goodnet)

(http://www.yachtingmagazine.com/yachting-news-headlines/faulty-hoses-sank-

Watch Now: Worklow Models For Agile Development Using Git
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SZ7kSQ2424)
(YouTube)

wayne-newtons-yacht)

http://www.yachtingmagazine.com/yachts/the-skys-the-limit
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17 Rue Delabordère
92200 NEUILLY SUR SEINE - FRANCE
Tel: +33 142 60 80 81 - Fax: +33 147 03 37 90
E-mail: contact@oxygeneyachts.com
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